
Key Notes

1. When installing or changing the filter in this housing, ensure any 
on-site health and safety guidelines are adhered to including any 
local authority guidelines and disposal requirements.

2. Always refer to Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) when using 
hazardous fluids or chemicals.

3. Before installing this housing be sure the correct cartridge and 
seals have been selected for the application.

4. EFH housing accepts DOE end fitting cartridges as standard.
5. Upon installation always follow the arrow in the direction of flow.
6. This housing comes equipped with a drain which should be used 

to release any fluid retained in the housing before removing the 
bowl from the head. This is a prefered method when the fluid is 
either dirty or potentially hazardous.

7. The drain will need replacing before the housing is refilled or 
pressurised. Prior to this check the threads are clear of any existing 
PTFE tape. Apply new tape to the drain plug and re-insert to the 
base of the housing, using a spanner to tighten.
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Filter Cartridge Change

1. First release the pressure in the housing, this will vary depending 
on your application. You can do this by closing the shut off valve on 
the feed line then opening the downstream to allow the pressure 
to release. The housing should now be safe to open.                               

2. Using a spanner undo the top nut of the housing whilst holding the 
bowl securely. Lower the bowl into a bucket to catch overspill and 
remove the dirty cartridge from the bowl by sliding the cartridge 
over the tie rod and dispose of.

3. Remove the seal from the head and check for nicks, cuts and 
general damage, if damaged then replace. To reuse, lubricate 
with a non water based lubricant or dow corning equivalent 
and reset. Sanitise the bowl and head with a solution suitable to 
your application ensure to rinse effectively and follow chemical 
manufacturing guidelines. Check the seal on the top nut for 
damage and lubricate.

4. You are now ready to install the new cartridge. Ensure the open 
end sits over the lower spigot in the bowl by sliding it back over 
the tie rod.

5. Offer up the bowl to the head and ensure the new filter cartridge 
fits in the upper spigot inside the head. Make sure that the tie 
rod has gone through the head and is protruding a couple of 
millimetres through the top.

6. Whilst holding the bowl refit the nut and turn clockwise until tight. 
7. Now your filter cartridge has been changed and the housing is 

back together, ensure the downstream line is open and slowly 
open the feed line valve to allow the housing to purge of air and 
fill with fluid in a controlled manner.

8. Your housing is now operational. 


